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that can fall out, you should yet eat your beef and mutton
here, and wear your country's] cloth. . . . But I say con-
fidently you need not fear this penury or scarceness of
money — the intercourse of things being so established
throughout the whole world that there is a perpetual
derivation * of all that can be necessary to mankind. Thus
your commodities will ever find out money ". The argu-
ment is reminiscent of Dudley North, Hume and Adam
Smith. More's speech is not recorded by Hall but appears
in Lord Herbert's The Life and Raigne of King Henry the
Eighth, published in 1649 2. Even if the historian, on the
pattern of Thucydides, put into More's mouth " the senti-
ments proper to the occasion ", it still remains significant
that in the early seventeenth century men had grasped the
fundamentals of the theory of specie distribution. Another
speech, which appears to have been delivered by Thomas
Cromwell3 in the course of the debate of 1523, is note-
worthy because it discloses how the wealth of the nation
was computed. " All the coin and bullion in the realm, I
conjecture, cannot much exceed a million. If the value of
the whole realm exceed not four millions, as my lord cardinal
told us plainly, of which the possessions [sc. lands] were
esteemed to amount to one whole million, there can be no
doubt that the corn, cattle, commodities and utensils and
apparel for men and women, which was never so sumptuous,
and the wares made not only from our own produce but
from the parts beyond sea, of which there was never so
great abundance, amount at least to other two millions " 4.
This sixteenth-century analysis of wealth is based on a three-
fold division—real estate, movables, coin and bullion.
The second debate held in 1621 evinced the ' general Debate oj
opinion' that staple commodities constituted riches.    " ItI6zl*
is a general opinion that any kingdom that is rich in staple
commodities must needs be rich" 5.   The description of
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